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       TECHNICAL SHEET: FIBER WAVE 
 

 

COMPOSITION: Mix of synthetic and natural fibers (polyester 100%) 

CHARACTERISTICS: Wadding fixed thermally at high temperature (170° C.).It is 
used for  padding  in the mattress .It has not chemicals resins and adhesives and for this 
reason it is an ecological product. The high process temperatures confer to the  product 
the high hygienic  standards (absence in productive phase of pathogenic bacteria, 
mildews, etc). The maintenance of the hygienic standards depends from the conditions 
of manipulation and stock. The product is  completely recyclable and anti-allergic. It is 
identified for weight (g/sqm) and thickness. An important feature of the product is its 
structure that sees the fiber sinusoidally arranged as to form a set of waves. In this way 
you have a product that offers a wide elastic "push" to compression.  
Another important feature is that these waves, start from  a  fibers layer arranged 
horizontally. This allows you to have two distinct areas with different characteristics in 
terms of "hand" and resilience. This  padding is made from an exclusive patented 
technology by Ovattificio Fortunato.  

VARIATIONS OF FIBER WAVE 
 
The product Fiber Wave can be formed from various combinations of fibers, or from 
layers with different combination qualitative. 
 
It will therefore FIBER WAVE S1 when the 2 layers of polyester non-woven fabric will 
add a 90 gr / sqm. 
 
The  FIBER WAVE POLICOTONE will be formed from the upper layer in polyester 
and the lower layer in Cotton (gr /sqm tot. 500) 
  
The FIBER WAVE POLILINO will be formed from the upper layer in polyester and 
the lower layer in flax (gr /sqm tot. 600) 
 
The FIBER WAVE POLILANA will be formed from the upper layer and bottom 
layer in polyester wool (gr /sqm tot. 450) 
 
The  FIBER WAVE CAMELLLO will be formed from the lower layer in polyester 
and the lower layer in wool Camel (gr /sqm tot. 400) 
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The  FIBER WAVE LANA will be formed by two layers of wool (gr /sqm tot. 450) 
 
The FIBER WAVE SETA will be formed from the lower layer in polyester and the 
lower layer of silk (gr /sqm tot. 400) 

 

WASH 
Washing in water to   40°C. 
  
TICKNESS 
From  35 to 60 mm  
 
WHEIGT 
From  350 to 700 g/sqm ± toll.  5% 
 

PACKING  

 Rolls with  heights from cm 100 to 220, wrapped in polyethylene film.  

 

FIELDS 

Mattresses –Cover –Furniture 

 

NOTE  The product is Patent Pending 


